Debut Youth Orchestra (DYO) Rehearsal Parent Job Description

Rehearsal parents play a very important role in the success of our youth ensembles, assisting with logistical and administrative tasks for the Orchestra Manager to help keep the focus on the music, the ensemble, the conductor, and pedagogy.

We aim to have two rehearsal parents at each rehearsal, and for every family provide a rehearsal parent at least once in the season. Although the position is called “parent”, it can be any mature family member – a guardian, grandparent, aunt, uncle, older sibling, etc. Some of the tasks do require moderate lifting/moving actions, so please let the OM know in advance if this kind of physical activity is problematic for you.

While the schedule below offers a reasonably complete summary of the tasks involved in a normal rehearsal day, other tasks are likely to arise including music collecting and sorting, helping to direct mid-season auditions, paperwork, etc.

Saturday normal rehearsals: arrive 8:45am, done by 11:00am

Location: Sonoma Academy, 2500 Farmers Ln, Santa Rosa CA 95404

8:45 am arrival
- Assist Orchestra Manager with chair and stand setup
- Distribute materials to music stands as needed (flyers, handouts, new music)

9:25 am
- After OM takes roll, phone unexcused absentees from attendance list (split list between rehearsal parents). You are only asked to call and inquire about the absence.
- Assist Orchestra Manager and Conductor as needed

9:50am (approximately)
- One parent will assist the OM in setting up coaching rooms – moving chairs, stands in different rooms.
- The other parent will remain in the rehearsal room, ready to assist the conductor or ensemble in whatever way is needed.

10:45am end of rehearsal
- Assist with transition to Aspirante Youth Orchestra

11:00am complete (DYO rehearsal parents are not needed during DYO coaching)